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Teaching Heel Using Off-Leash Games

A) Stepping Into Heel to Build a Great Reinforcement History

For many dogs being in the heel position has not been a very pleasant
environment as they have been corrected there by a leash or by the word
‘no.’ We want our dogs to love being in the heel position.

1. With your dog in a sit position and you standing in front of the dog,
step into heel position. As you step in, if the dog does not move, say
‘yes’/click and deliver a treat.

2. If, when you step into heel position, your dog moves to the side,
backwards or shifts her position, you will have to shape yourself going
into position. Take 1 step. If she remains still ‘yes’/click and deliver a
treat. You can usually do this with just 3 or 4 movements.

3. Practice stepping into heel position from different locations and
directions with your dog in a sit/maintain. Make it highly rewarding for
your dog to be in the correct position.

B) The Dog Finding Heel Position as a Game

1. Play the heel game. Walk around making happy noises with your dog
off-leash. Do not correct her for anything. As soon as she arrives by
your left-hand side and is in a heel position, say ‘yes’/click and deliver
a treat.

2. Keep moving, change speeds and directions. Each time your dog is in
the correct position say ‘yes’/click and deliver reinforcement. Make this
a fast-paced, fun game. When you are in a position where your dog is
looking for heel and hugging the position then you can attach the word
‘heel’.
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C) The Dog Finding Heel Position Work Drills

1. Stand in front of your dog and say ‘heel.’ She should move into heel
position. Say ‘yes’/click and deliver reinforcement.

2. Practice this when your dog is a couple of feet away, a few feet away,
looking at you and distracted. If you have built up a good
reinforcement history in the ‘heel’ position, your dog should love to be
in that position and should run into place.

Important Points

1. The cue ‘heel’ to some dogs indicates unpleasant experiences if they
have been trained to heel with a leash correction.

2. Build up a great reinforcement history with heel and progress slowly.
3. Make ‘heel’ a game and a great place to be where good things happen.
4. When your dog is on your left-hand side, bob down at your knees with

the reinforcement in your left hand and deliver the treat.
5. If you deliver the treat from your right hand the dog will move her

head across your body to get the treat and will move out of the heel
position.

6. Always deliver the reinforcement in the heel position.
7. Say ‘yes’/click for the behavior and feed in position.


